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74 Paolo Chiesa

2.2 Principles and practice
Paolo Chiesa

The genealogical method – also called, not quite appropriately, “L achmann ’ s
me thod” (see 2.3) – played a pivotal role in developing a scientific approach to
textual criticism, and it still remains an essential research tool. This section provides
a short rationale of the method in its logical principles and practical application;
its strengths and weaknesses are briefly discussed through examples, both real and
invented.

2.2.1 A definition

The genealogical method meets the need, clearly felt at the historical moment in
which it was developed, to limit the subjectivity (i u d i c i u m) of the critical editor
in choosing between the r e ad i ng s (i.e. “what is read”, the variants of the manu-
scripts) occurring in the tradition of a literary work. It attempts to replace, as far as
possible, subjective criteria with objective ones. It advertises itself as a “scientific”
method based on a set of predefined and encoded rules. The cultural climate in
which the method developed was the eighteenth-century Enlightenment and nine-
teenth-century positivism; the “enemy” to overcome were the editions produced
since the second half of the fifteenth century, which had generated a number of
t e x t u s r e c e p t i (see 2.1.3) without philological value.

The genealogical method is also called “Lachmann’s method”, from the name
of Karl Lachmann (1793–1851), a German classical scholar who was considered to
be its creator or architect. In fact, this method was constructed over a rather long
timespan (from the last decades of the eighteenth century to the early twentieth
century) thanks to the contributions of many scholars, sometimes working in con-
nection with one another, sometimes working autonomously. The predominance of
Lachmann’s name mainly arises from his famous edition of Lucretius’ poem De re-
rum natura, in which he provided a spectacular reconstruction of the supposed ear-
liest manuscript of the work, applying some principles of the method (the Lucretius
transmission was discussed in 1.4.2). This demonstration and the long-standing
fame of the scholar, kept alive by the academic circles of Berlin, produced an identi-
fication (largely undue) between his name and the method (see Timpanaro 1981,
repr. 2004, trans. Most 2005; Fiesoli 2000, 359–461).

In the tradition of textual studies, the most consistent treatment of the genea-
logical method is considered to be that provided by the German scholar Paul Maas
(1880–1964) in his Textkritik (Maas 1957, trans. Flower 1958); for a canonical descrip-
tion in English, see West (1973).
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2.2.2 The genealogical metaphor

At the basis of the genealogical method lies the insight that a proper analysis of the
tradition of a work is a powerful and indispensable tool for reconstructing the text.
The t r ad i t i o n of a work consists of all the facts and objects that have transmitted
the work through time, from its origin to us: primarily the preserved manuscripts,
or even the lost manuscripts we are aware of (and secondarily the i nd i r e c t t r a -
d i t i o n, i.e. quotations, extracts, paraphrases, imitations, and so on, which we do
not discuss here; see instead 3.2). These objects are designated as w i t n e s s e s of
the work, using a judicial metaphor. In order to represent the tradition in its histori-
cal development, we can use another metaphor, representing every witness of the
text as a member of a lineage. A lineage derives from a historical parent and materi-
alises in individuals, children, grandchildren, and descendants, who in turn gener-
ate other children, grandchildren, and descendants. Similarly, the tradition of a lit-
erary work starts from a parent (the o r i g i na l, the text as conceived by the author)
and proceeds through subsequent generations of handwritten copies that are pro-
duced by taking earlier manuscripts as models. As the development of a lineage is
represented by a family tree, so too the tradition of a literary work can be represen-
ted by a similar diagram, a “family tree of manuscripts” (in Latin, s t e m m a c o d i -
c u m), explaining historical relationships among witnesses; and the terminology of
family relationships may be useful for representing relationships between manu-
scripts as well. Scholars say, for example, that a manuscript “descends” from anoth-
er; that a manuscript is “ancestor”, or “progenitor”, or “sibling” of another; that
two manuscripts are “twins”; that some manuscripts constitute a “family”; and so
on. For a more theoretical view of the stemma codicum, see section 4.1.

2.2.3 Basic principles

The principles of the genealogical method are summarised as follows.
(i) The value of a reading depends on the value of the witness that reports it.

The value of a single witness is measured in terms of its relationships of dependence
or autonomy with the other witnesses.

(ii) Only when the relationships between the witnesses have been determined,
can the text be reconstructed.

Thus, textual criticism based on the genealogical method clearly separates two
phases of research which should be executed in succession: (i) reconstruction of
the relationships between the witnesses (a step called r e c e n s i o), and (ii) recon-
struction of the text (a step called c o n s t i t u t i o t e x t u s; see further 6.2).

2.2.4 What a stemma codicum is for

In order to illustrate how the genealogical method works, we start with a practical
example. It is an (invented) case of an ancient or mediaeval work; no original manu-
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Fig. 2.2-1: Stemma (i).

O

A α

B C D

script survives, but we have four later copies (witnesses A B C D). The relationships
between the four witnesses could take many different shapes; at the beginning of
the investigation, we do not know the correct one. For example, the witnesses might
be related as shown in figure 2.2-1.

This is a stemma codicum, that is, a graphical representation of the relation-
ships between the witnesses. In this stemma, we conventionally indicate the lost
original with O, the surviving witnesses with Roman letters, and the lost witnesses
whose existence has apparently been confirmed by research with Greek letters. In
this stemma, the original, O, generated two copies, one still existent (A) and one
lost (α); A generated another copy, still surviving (B); α generated two other copies,
still surviving as well (C and D). Every stemma indicates derivation (in our case,
of B from A), closeness (of C and D, descending from the same lost witness), and
independence (e.g. of A from α). Every stemma is a diachronic schema, representing
a historical sequence from the oldest object (the original, the starting point, the
“parent”) to the latest outcomes.

If scholars know that the relations between the witnesses are those outlined
above, their work in reconstructing the original text becomes considerably easier
and, above all, firmer. Since the goal is to rebuild O, B is useless as a witness,
because it derives from A: we should consider every reading reported by B but not
shared by A as an i nnova t i on produced in the transition from A to B; such a
reading is therefore “false” in terms of the goal of reconstructing the original. How-
ever, even a reading reported by C alone against the pair A D can be supposed to be
“false”: it was obviously generated in the transition from α to C, while the reading
of α was the same of A, as demonstrated by its presence in D. The same holds for
the readings reported by D alone. In this way, using the stemma, many variants
found in the tradition are “automatically” or “mechanically” discarded: those re-
ported by D alone, those reported by C alone, and all those reported by B (this
witness may be excluded a priori from further consideration). When the reading of
A coincides with the reading of α, it corresponds to the reading of the original, O.
The only cases in which doubts still persist, and in which editors have to make a
choice, are when the reading of A is opposed to the reading of α, that is, the com-
mon reading of C D – presumably, a small part of the total variants in the tradition;
since the task was to reduce the editor’s subjective choice, we gain a major advan-
tage.

The relationship between the four witnesses, and their stemma, might be differ-
ent, of course. Figure 2.2-2 offers another possibility.
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Fig. 2.2-2: Stemma (ii ).

O

D

A B C

In this case, the reconstruction of the original, O, can proceed on the basis of a
single witness (D), for the other three derive from the latter. This means a strong
simplification in the work of any critical editor, and a stronger degree of certainty.
Such certainty lies in the power to securely label as “false” each and every individu-
al reading of the three manuscripts A B C (an operation scholars call e l i m i n a t i o
l e c t i o n u m s i n g u l a r i u m). Actually, the single readings of D are not all neces-
sarily “true” (i.e. corresponding to the original): in the transition from O to D, inno-
vations may have been produced, which the editor needs to identify and eliminate.
Nevertheless, the value of D as a witness is undoubtedly greater than the value of
any of the other manuscripts.

Fig. 2.2-3: Stemma (iii ).

O

A α

B C D

ω

In this case (fig. 2.2-3), the tradition departs from a lost manuscript, ω, which con-
tains some innovations compared to the original; in philological terms, such a man-
uscript is called an a r ch e t yp e (see 4.1.5). As a first step, the critical editor must
recover the readings of ω. That can be done with certainty when A and α coincide,
but requires a choice when they diverge. Once the readings of ω have been recon-
structed, there is no guarantee that these readings correspond to the original, O: as
with manuscript D in the previous case, some innovations might have been pro-
duced in the transition from O to ω, and they have to be detected and eliminated.

O

A Dα

B C Fig. 2.2-4: Stemma (iv).
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In this case (fig. 2.2-4), the tradition splits into three branches. Three witnesses,
each independent of one another, are involved in the reconstruction of O: the sur-
viving manuscripts A D, and the lost witness α, which can be reconstructed from
B C. Here, we are able to reconstruct O – in principle, and with exceptions – me-
chanically: the agreement of two of the three witnesses A α D against the third,
corresponds to the reading of O.

By now, the first principle of the stemmatic method is clear: the value of a read-
ing depends on the value of the witness that reports it; this value is measured by
that witness’s relationships of dependence or autonomy with the other witnesses,
and is represented by a stemma codicum. For example, in stemma (i), the value of
a B-reading is zero (B is designated as a c o d e x d e s c r i p t u s, that is, derived from
another surviving manuscript); the value of an A-reading is very high, and equal to
an α-reading; the value of a reading of C alone or of D alone is low, but if the same
reading is present in both C and D, it reports a reading of α, whose value is equal
to that of an A-reading.

Therefore, a genealogical representation of the relationships between witnesses
provides a powerful guide for textual reconstruction. The subjectivity of the textual
critic is strongly limited and replaced by mathematical criteria, apparently more “sci-
entific” and “objective”. The cases in which scholars are supposed to choose (by
making recourse to their own iudicium) which variant to adopt, among all those at-
tested in the tradition, are drastically reduced. If the stemma takes shape as (i) or
(iii), the unclear cases are only those in which A is opposed to α. If the stemma takes
shape as (ii), there is no doubt in choosing between the variants, because the D-
reading is always the best (if its reading has to be changed, the scholar will do so
without taking into account the variants of the other manuscripts, but on the basis
of different arguments instead). If the stemma takes the shape of (iv), everything is
resolved by applying a ma j o r i t y p r i n c i p l e, except in the case (which will be
rather rare) that each of the three witnesses A α D exhibits a different reading.

Among the advantages of the stemma is that it prevents the use of specious and
in fact scientifically fallacious criteria, such as the following.

(i) A reading supported by the majority of manuscripts is not preferable for this
reason alone. In the case of stemma (iii), when a common reading of the three
manuscripts B C D is opposed to a reading of A alone, the theoretical probability of
either of the two readings being original is equal. This is because B C D together
represent the lost progenitor α, and this lost witness (and only this lost witness) is
on the same level as A. The fact that B C D are three witnesses and A is a single
witness does not confer priority on the former variant.

(ii) The reading attested in older manuscripts is not preferable for this reason
alone. The stemmata above do not take into account the date of the witnesses. It is
indeed true that an older manuscript is more likely to be “better” than a more recent
one, because the greater the chronological gap, the longer the chain of copying
(using manuscripts we are no longer able to see) is likely to be, and the longer the
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chain of copying, the more likely a modification of the text. This is, however, a
mere statistical projection, not evidence at all. For example, in stemma (iii), the
very valuable manuscript A might well be a recent copy of ω, while manuscripts
B C D might even be earlier copies; what confers value on a witness is not so much
its age, as its independence.

2.2.5 How to devise a stemma codicum

As can be seen, the usefulness of the stemma codicum for textual reconstruction
is obvious. But how do we devise it? How can we know which of the theoretical
configurations we have described above (and the many other possible ones) is his-
torically correct?

The first phase of the genealogical method (recensio) deals with producing the
stemma codicum. For this task, scholars use the me thod o f i nd i c a t i v e ( o r
s i gn i f i c a t i v e ) e r r o r s (or, according to the German expression, Leitfehler, “lead-
ing errors”). This procedure was fully described in the second half of the nineteenth
century by French scholars, albeit drawing on ideas and principles already intro-
duced before (Reeve 1998, 450; Fiesoli 2000, 393). The method of indicative errors
uses as its grouping criterion the innovations produced in the historical evolution
of the text, that is, the divergences with respect to its original form. In current philo-
logical language, such innovations are often referred to as “m i s t a ke s” or “e r -
r o r s”, in contrast to an original form considered to be “correct”, regardless of
whether these “mistakes” are involuntary errors (actually wrong) or intentional
changes (which would hardly qualify as mistakes). The principle is that the “error”,
by creating a deviation from the original form, indisputably reveals a connection
among the witnesses that report it; this does not happen for the “correct” reading.
If several witnesses share the same mistake, they are supposed (with certain excep-
tions) to be connected: the “error” is supposed to have been generated in only one
copy and transmitted to every descendant of this copy. The “correct” or original
reading, on the contrary, is irrelevant for detecting relationships: many copyists
may have accurately transcribed what their models reported, each independently
of one another, and the fact that all their copies report the “correct” reading does
not prove any connection. Turning back to the genealogical metaphor underlying
the stemmatic method, we find here the principle – eugenic, in a way – of the
“purity” of the lineage: it was “pure” in the parent, and progressively degenerated
and polluted in the descendants. Every deviation is a hereditary taint, transmitted
by the first carriers to their own children, and so on to all their descendants; by
detecting the taint and its carriers, we can isolate a specific branch of the lineage.

The method of indicative errors is therefore the tool for drawing the stemma,
but it is not an easy tool to use. Not every mistake is in fact an indicative error: the
latter must fulfil certain requirements, that is, uniqueness and irreversibility. A mis-
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take that is very easily committed (e.g. missing a name within a list of similar
names) is not entitled to be evidence of relationship. Several copyists might have
made this specific error independently of one another, so it is not a unique error (in
philological terminology, monogene t i c), and does not prove the existence of a
single ancestor for all the manuscripts reporting it. Equally, a mistake that is very
easy to correct (e.g. a manifest grammatical oversight) is not an indicative error: one
or more copyists might have corrected it, and if we grouped a family of witnesses
on the basis of this error, we would risk excluding indiscriminately some witnesses
that are actually part of the family. This fact explains why scholars have devoted
many studies to the analysis of errors, their typological classification, their genesis,
and the possibility of correction by mediaeval copyists (for a summary and biblio-
graphy, see Trovato 2017, 52–58).

2.2.6 A real example

A non-invented example, which we choose here for its simplicity, is the Apocolocyn-
tosis, the satire Seneca composed in contempt for the Roman Emperor Claudius,
who had just died (AD 54). The work is preserved in three main manuscripts, written
between the ninth and the twelfth centuries: St. Gallen, Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. Sang.
569 (S); London, British Library, Add. 11983 (L); and Valenciennes, Bibliothèque
municipale, 411 (V; reference editions: Roncali 1990; Eden 1984; studies on the
transmission: Russo 1942; Eden 1979). We begin by observing that S, the oldest man-
uscript of the three, has its own errors and therefore may not be ancestor of the
other two. At the end of the Apocolocyntosis, for example, a court of gods condemns
Claudius to play dice with a pierced box (fritillus). Seneca represents the scene with
these verses: “Nam quotiens missurus erat resonante fritillo / utraque subducto fu-
giebat tessera fundo” [Every time he wanted to throw the two dice out of the reso-
nant box, they both went out because of the missing bottom]. In S, the words “mis-
surus erat resonante” are written in the form “missurus fratrae sonante”, which
does not make sense; the two manuscripts V L report the correct form, which they
could not have done if they depended on S. Manuscript V, in turn, has its own
errors, and may not be the ancestor of L; and obviously, L, which is the most recent,
cannot be the ancestor of either of the other two. There is therefore no direct depen-
dency between the three manuscripts.

The most interesting fact, however, is that the manuscripts V L are linked to
each other by a genealogical relationship. The evidence is that they share some
mistakes. In chapter 10, for example, Emperor Augustus – one of the characters
who, in Seneca’s story, is judging Claudius – is indignant about the many murders
instigated by the recently deceased sovereign: “Sed quid ego de tot ac talibus viris
dicam?” [What should I say of these murdered men, so many and so illustrious?],
he says. Thus S; but in V L, instead of “ac talibus” we read a senseless “actibus”.
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This is obviously a reading or writing mistake. The fact that this mistake is the same
in the two manuscripts proves that it took place in a previous manuscript, from which
it was transmitted to these two; they are therefore genealogically connected. In chap-
ter 9, Seneca makes the god Janus (another character) say: “Magna res erat deum
fieri: iam Fabam mimum fecisti” [Once upon a time, becoming god was an important
thing; now you have reduced it to the faba-mime]. In Seneca’s Rome, Faba mimum –
a theatre performance of the worst quality – was an idiomatic expression used to
indicate something despicable, or of no importance. This jargon is supposed to have
been incomprehensible to mediaeval copyists, and was hence subject to corruption.
So, each of the three manuscripts reads, instead of “Fabam”, a more trivial, and
certainly erroneous, “famam” or “fama” [fame], a mistake made in a previous manu-
script, that is, in a common ancestor of the three. In the same passage, the manu-
scripts V L share the variant “nimium” [a lot] instead of “mimum”. In this case, an
uncommon word, mimum, has been replaced by a very common but not quite mean-
ingful one in the context; the error was very easy to make, and the copyists of V L
may both have made it independently. It is not a unique or monogenetic error, and –
on its own – it would not prove any relationship between them.

Using the method of indicative errors, we deduce two conclusions from this
evidence: (i) all three manuscripts derive from a common lost ancestor (ω), where
“fama(m)” was written instead of “Fabam”; and (ii) manuscripts V L belong to the
same family, derived from an ancestor α, where “actibus” was written instead of
“ac talibus” (and perhaps “nimium” instead of “mimum”, but this case alone would
be inconclusive). The stemma codicum of the Apocolocyntosis is therefore the one
shown in figure 2.2-5.

Fig. 2.2-5: Stemma (v).

O

ω

S α

V L

This stemma codicum has several consequences for reconstructing the text:
(i) readings occurring in V alone are supposed to be non-original;
(ii) readings occurring in L alone are supposed to be non-original;
(iii) readings occurring in S alone might be original, because they have the same

value as those occurring in V L together (i.e. those occurring in α);
(iv) when the reading of V is the same as L, it corresponds to the reading of their

lost ancestor α, and might be original;
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(v) when the reading of V is different from L, and one of the two corresponds to
the reading of S, the common reading of S L or S V reports the reading of α;

(vi) when the reading of S is the same as that of α, it corresponds to the reading
of their lost ancestor ω;

(vii) when the reading of V is different from L, and neither of them corresponds to
S, the reading of α is uncertain, and the critical editor will have to reconstruct
it using other arguments; and

(viii) when the reading of S is different from α, the critical editor has to make a
choice (s e l e c t i o) on a different basis in order to recover the reading of ω.

Following these procedures, we are able to determine the text of ω; but this does
not yet correspond to the original, for ω is an archetype, a copy we have above
defined as depending on the original but also already affected by innovations or
mistakes (as we have seen in the misinterpretation of “Fabam”). This lost manu-
script is the highest point in the stemma we are able to reach by examining the
surviving witnesses. In the passages where there is certainty, or at least a well-
founded suspicion, that the text of the archetype does not correspond to the origi-
nal, we can attempt to reconstruct the original by conjecture – an operation called
e m e n d a t i o, “correction”. If it is not possible to do so – because the text of the
archetype is too corrupt and resists any conjecturing – the critical editor will re-
nounce the task of emendation; the failure of the attempt is usually indicated by
inserting a cross (o b e l u s or c r u x, †) in the passage. In the case of the Apocolocyn-
tosis, for example, the story apparently lacks continuity between chapters 7 and 8
(as numbered in modern editions): a large part of the text seems to be missing, and
the damage was already in the archetype, since the omission is in all the manu-
scripts of the work. We may have an approximate idea of the missing content, but
we can never completely recover the text: therefore, we are forced to resign our-
selves to the crux.

2.2.7 The limits of the genealogical method

The genealogical method apparently operates on a high scientific level, based as it
is on logical rules and standardised procedures. A stemma codicum itself is a geo-
metric diagram, built on mathematical principles, as a visual confirmation of the
objectivity of the results. In addition to this, a stemma is a figure very effective in
communication: scholars have, in its manuscript tradition, a clear and immediate
view of the historical development of the literary work they are studying. Like any
schema, however, this effectiveness of representation pays a price for simplification.
The need to compress the tradition, as far as possible, into such a schema forces
the critical editor to face and uniquely resolve every puzzling or problematic node –
those nodes that in a discursive and non-schematic presentation might have been
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discussed in detail. “A stemma of the tradition must have historically existed” – a
young philologist is likely to think – “and my task is to recreate it at any cost.”

As we have said, the stemma figure is borrowed from the language of family
descent, as are the metaphors indicating relationships in it. Historically, this bor-
rowing took place from the very beginning of the method, in a fully conscious man-
ner, as shown by the adoption of the key word, stemma, “family tree”, which pro-
vided the name for the whole discipline. Yet: to what extent do the mechanisms of
family descent really correspond to the mechanisms of textual transmission? How
widely is the genealogical model legitimately applicable to a manuscript tradition?

The emergence of the genealogical model must be framed in the ideological
climate of the time that first expressed it: an aristocratic world where the eugenic
concept of “purity” of the lineage was significant. Therefore, in stemmatic descrip-
tions, the “purity” of the text is often a key word: the editor’s objective is to recon-
struct the “pure” original text, eliminating the “impurities” that have progressively
accumulated in it over the course of history. Such “impurities” that “pollute” the
text are those produced in its historical evolution: changes made by the copyists –
either mistakes or voluntary amendments – or material damage to manuscripts.
Therefore, the genealogical model implies a degenerative process: the history of a
family is the history of a progressive, inevitable, and regrettable departure from the
“purity” of race. Applying this pattern to the tradition of the text, subsequent copies
always involve a deplorable departure from the original “purity”; those who threat-
en and corrupt such “purity”, the enemy to be fought, are the individual copyists.
This eugenic vision, born in connection with the sole purpose of reconstructing the
original text, classifies all copyists as ignorant vandals, and prevents the scholar
from fully understanding the nature of what they did. In actual fact, the innovations
introduced by the copyists are not always the effects of mistakes: they are often
attempts to improve a text they considered – rightly or wrongly – incorrect, or to
make it suitable for a different audience, that is, their contemporaries. In this fash-
ion, the copyists engaged in the same tasks that face a scholar or critical editor
nowadays, though they did so less consciously and with a less sophisticated
method. In this view, textual transmission is not only a degenerative history, but
may also be a history of recovering and attention.

There is more. There are, in fact, significant and crucial differences between the
historical transmission of texts and the principles of family descent, though they
have clear similarities in general patterns. The most important element of differen-
tiation is the fact that, while in a family genealogy a child inevitably has only one
mother, in the transmission of the texts nothing prevents a “child” from having
more than one “mother”. Outside the metaphor, a copyist might make his copy
using more than one manuscript of the same work as models; in this case, his copy
is treated as having more than one “mother”. Such an event – always theoretically
possible in the transmission of a text, albeit more or less probable depending on
the nature of the work, the circles in which it was read, the uses it had – is one of
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the main obstacles to an “absolute” application of the stemmatic method (strenge
Stemmatik, to use an expression of Maas). This case is called ho r i z on t a l t r an s -
m i s s i on (because convergent lines can appear in the stemma, unlike a family tree,
which contains only divergent lines); using the eugenic paradigm, scholars speak of
c on t am ina t i on (see 4.4 below) because the “purity” of the transmission model
is spoiled here by the introduction of an external and non-relevant element. Fig-
ure 2.2-6 exemplifies the stemma of a contaminated tradition.

Fig. 2.2-6: Stemma (vi ).
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This stemma represents a situation where the copyist of D acquired his text from
two different models, A and B. In this case, the critical editor detects contradictory
evidence: witness D shares some errors with A, but not all the errors of A; witness D
shares some errors with B, but not all the errors of B; witness D also shares other
errors with both B and C, but not all the errors shared by B and C; witness B shares
some errors with both D and C, but shares other errors only with D and other errors
only with C; witness A shares some errors with D, but not all the errors of D; wit-
ness C shares some errors with both B and D, but other errors only with B. Another
difficulty is the fact that, if the copyist of D was a clever scribe and was interested
in the text he was copying (as is likely, since he is so careful that he uses more than
one model for his work), he might have corrected the errors he found in his models:
where A was wrong, the copyist of D would have written the reading of B; where B
was wrong, he would have written the reading of A. As an ultimate consequence,
witness D might be free of apparent errors, and it might seem to us the best of all
the four; from the stemmatic point of view, however, it is the worst, but the derived
nature of its text is no longer apparent to us because every indicative error – that
is, the tool that would allow us to detect it – has disappeared. Faced in practice
with a situation such as that in stemma (vi), therefore, the editor might be tempted
to draw a stemma such as the one in figure 2.2-7.

Fig. 2.2-7: Stemma (vii ).
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The problem is that, in principle, any tradition might be contaminated, and we
have no way of knowing in advance whether it actually is. Therefore, contamination
was traditionally considered an a priori obstacle to the application of the stemmatic
method, an obstacle so strong that it was supposed to undermine its credibility.
Maas considered contamination a disastrous circumstance and an insoluble prob-
lem; his sentence “Gegen die Kontamination ist kein Kraut gewachsen” (Maas 1957,
30) [No specific has yet been discovered against contamination] (trans. Flower 1958,
48; other renditions include “no medicinal herb has yet been grown”, “there is no
remedy”) is one of the most famous aphorisms in the history of philology. Again:
“im Bereich einer Kontamination versagt die strenge Stemmatik” [where contamina-
tion exists the science of stemmatics in the strict sense breaks down] (Maas 1957,
30; trans. Flower 1958, 49). In fact, the recourse by a copyist to more than one
model is a historical possibility; as such, it has to be analysed without considering
it problematic or disastrous, and it has to be faced using the proper tools of textual
criticism. Simply put, such a circumstance is incompatible with the genealogical
reference model if applied “absolutely”; but it becomes compatible if the genealogi-
cal pattern is used, more correctly, as a metaphor for the mechanisms of textual
transmission, without expecting a total coincidence (for a discussion of contamina-
tion, with a deeper analysis and some “remedies”, see Avalle 1961, 159–178; Segre
1961; Vàrvaro 2010; 4.4 below).

A second element of differentiation between a family tree and the real develop-
ment of a manuscript tradition is the fact that the former implies uniqueness at the
root, which is not necessarily the case for the latter. A family tree starts with a
unique parent; a stemma codicum also departs from a unique original, and this
unique original is the goal of reconstruction. When, therefore, in the tradition two
variants differ, the scholar assumes that one of the two is “true” (i.e. corresponding
to the original) and the other is “false” (i.e. not corresponding to the original); they
might actually both be “false” (if each of them is the result of an independent inno-
vation), but can never both be “true”, because the original is unique. In historical
reality, however, many works originally have more than one version, often made by
the author himself over time. We are familiar with such cases from modern litera-
tures, where the richness of documentation makes them readily demonstrable;
nevertheless, similar events existed, without doubt in great number, even in ancient
and mediaeval literatures. When this case pertains, the dichotomy between “false”
readings and “true” readings fails: both of the opposing readings attested might be
“true”, and their duplicity might be explained by the succession of several editorial
stages. Scholars, however, conditioned by the binary process imposed by the genea-
logical model, tend to classify every variant as “true” and “false”; thus, they first
(in the recensio) draw the stemma on the basis of the readings categorised as cer-
tainly “false”, and then eliminate (in the constitutio textus) the others categorised
as likely “false”. But, in the presence of au t ho r i a l v a r i an t s, such categorising
is undue, because the tradition is not at all unique, and all readings might be “true”.
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2.2.8 The value of the genealogical method

As noted, the genealogical method originated from the need to base reconstruction
on scientific and objective criteria, reducing as far as possible the subjectivity of the
editors. In its golden age – namely in the second half of nineteenth century – this
method was considered to be almost infallible due to the power ensured by the
apparent rigour of the process. It was then restricted and even discredited, both
because of its difficult application in certain circumstances (as we described above:
contaminated traditions, traditions with authorial variants) and, above all, because
of its nature as a reconstructive method, only capable of producing a text that is
merely hypothetical. Maas’s Textkritik, which, as we have said, is a systematic expo-
sition of the subject, a kind of late manifesto, also met the need to dismantle criti-
cism and to reiterate the validity of the method.

From a balanced perspective, the “scientific” aim of the method seems to have
been achieved, and it does not seem to be greatly affected by the aforementioned
limits. The genealogical method provided some key concepts for the analysis of the
transmission of texts. Moreover, the method elaborated some principles and tools
which have value in themselves and are applicable to a significant number of textu-
al traditions, fully or in part. Indeed, the method has endowed textual studies with
an essential diachronic perspective. It could not completely eliminate the editor’s
iudicium – nor was this possible – in choosing the variants; but it has provided
editors with an indispensable guide in exercising their iudicium. Discovering some
limits of the genealogical method and discussing them has produced greater self-
awareness, and has given scholars a more mature and refined method. The objective
limits we have recalled do not undermine the general validity of the system.

What is clear today is that the genealogical model, in its entirety, can be applied
to specific textual traditions. Considered as a metaphor, however, the model does
correctly explain many mechanisms and unravel many situations. The genealogical
mechanism is the proposition of a basic principle which has an intrinsic and abso-
lute value and corresponds to real phenomena, though it is rarely (or perhaps never)
accomplished in a complete way. It describes the in vitro trend of textual transmis-
sion: the basic mechanism, the one that governs the process in an ideal situation.
Real situations are obviously much more complex, but they can be interpreted only
in the light of the idealised situation, the one where no accidental elements appear.
If I am allowed to call into question a further pattern, the “absolute” stemmatic
method “in a strict sense”, (Maas’s strenge Textkritik), might be likened to “uniform
motion in a straight line”, the rules of which constitute a basic lesson in kinematics:
this kind of motion does not exist in nature (as movement is always influenced by
other forces, such as friction or gravitation), but knowledge of the “ideal” law
makes it possible to clarify every similar real motion.

The scarcity of stemmata in the introductions to today’s editions of classical
texts may seem surprising: this is generally due to the tradition of these works being
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too complex and having a much too irregular trend, far from a standard genealogi-
cal model, to be fully represented by a stemma. Yet the scholars who created these
editions have almost always used the stemmatic method for analysing the tradition
and for determining some important points in a text’s history: for example, for the
elimination of some codices descripti or for the identification of some families of
witnesses. Going back to the example of the Apocolocyntosis, the stemmata we see
in the current critical editions (Eden 1984, 25; Roncali 1990, x) actually reproduce
the relationships between the three ancient manuscripts we quoted: the later tradi-
tion, consisting of about forty humanistic manuscripts, strongly interpolated and
often contaminated, is not provided in detail and only partially appears in the stem-
matic representation. The genealogical method served to disentangle some knots,
and in this case the decisive knots; in the face of a more complex reality, it could
not solve everything.

It is becoming rarer and rarer for today’s editors – especially the editors of medi-
aeval texts, for which the scholarship is more recent and which have therefore bene-
fited from a more refined genealogical method – to present vertical trees that only
contain diverging branches, as is expected in a strictly genealogical pattern. Con-
firmed cases of horizontal transmission are becoming more and more frequent, not
least because they are no longer exorcised as unmanageable anomalies; multi-root
trees are also becoming more frequent. These representations continue to be called
stemmata, following the traditional terminology, but are less and less similar to
heraldic genealogies and are increasingly distant from Maas’s strenge Stemmatik.
Nevertheless, genealogical principles remain the only effective tool to work with.

Other metaphors and other patterns have been adopted over time: the judicial
metaphor, which we have already mentioned (where the critical editor is a magis-
trate in search of a textual “truth”, questioning the various “witnesses”, ascertain-
ing the credibility of the individuals, and exercising “judgement” in any doubtful
cases); the medical metaphor (where the critical editor is supposed to “cure” a text
afflicted by minor or serious degenerative diseases, investigating their causes and
attempting to reduce their effects); or the chemical metaphor (where existing manu-
scripts are compared to streams emerging from an underground river whose original
nature has to be discovered by removing impurities absorbed by the water on its
journey; Maas 1957, 14–15, trans. Flower 1958, 20; Froger 1968, 268–271; Montanari
2003, 236–240). Other interpretative diagrams have also been proposed, linked to
s e t t h eo r y (Froger 1968, 139–216) and, more recently, to c l a d i s t i c s (see 8.1.1.1)
and rhizomorphic representation (Greetham 1996, 99–126; Sargent 2013, 247–251).

No one, however, has so far had the power to overthrow the genealogical model
and stemmatic representation – and indeed, each enriches in its own way the de-
scriptive spectrum of textual transmission – perhaps because genealogy is basically
the machine language of textual transmission, the matrix which lies as a corner-
stone of the real facts, and of our ability to understand them.
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